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Auditions

Hester, John

Crowood Press

Reference - auditions

A practical book on the auditioning skills needed to win one's dream role. With dedicated
chapters for aspiring drama students and amateurs, this book covers all aspects of
auditioning—from advice on how to impress a director to warnings of common pitfalls to avoid.
Readers will learn to conquer their fears of auditions and develop a positive philosophy; work
alone or with other actors on exciting mind, body, and voice exercises to improve techniques;
master truthful and dynamic audition speeches; understand how to improvise and sight read at
auditions; improve interview and communication skills to impress directors; and network and
develop strategies for obtaining auditions and further work.

A practical guide
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Director's Voice v. 2, The

Theatre Communications Group

Reference - directing - interview

“Directors today are equipped with a larger toolbox than their forerunners, standing on their
shoulders as well as those of pioneers in non-Western theater, experimental visual art,
community-based theater, and the ever-evolving commercial theater scene.”— Jason Loewith. This
second volume presents a cross-section of the most diverse and dynamic stage directors defining
today’s American theater, in conversation with director/producer Jason Loewith. A follow-up to
the immensely popular first volume, which has sold over eighteen thousand copies, much has
changed in the twenty years since The Director’s Voice debuted. “The nonprofit model has been
turned on its head,” Loewith notes. “Institution-building is out for these directors; creating a
distinctive voice from a multiplicity of influences is in.” Together, these directors sketch a
compelling portrait of the art form in the new century. Interviews include: Anne Bogart, Mark
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Everyday Voice Care

Cazden, Joanna

Hal Leonard Publishing Corporation

Reference - voice

The human voice expresses more than words, more than music. Vocal expression links the
listener directly to another person's inner feelings, body, and soul. Keeping the voice healthy
used to be as mysterious as the power of voice itself. Modern science has revealed much about
the vocal mechanism and its health requirements, but simple information for the average voice
user has remained hard to find and harder to trust. In "Everyday Voice Care: The Lifestyle Guide
for Singers and Talkers", respected voice therapist Joanna Cazden brings together a wealth of
practical tips and advice to help keep your own expressive voice in top working order. Drawing
from her experience as a singer, theater artist, and a licensed speech pathologist who has treated
more than 1,000 voice patients, Cazden integrates up-to-date medical information with
common-sense suggestions and sympathy for the demands of contemporary life. Chapters on

The lifestyle guide for singers and talkers
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How to Audition for the Musical Theatre

Oliver, Donald

Smith and Kraus

Reference - musical theatre - auditions

Preparation is the key to a successful audition. Donald Oliver shares his many years of Broadway
experience and will show you how to build your song portfolio, what not to sing, where to find
songs, how to work with a vocal coach and what to do if you forget the lyrics. All the details of
good and effective preparation are discussed in a plain and straightforward way. Also included is
a list of the most overdone songs. This is a book to help the novice and aid the professional do a
better and more convincing audition.

A step-by-step guide to effective preparation
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How to Get the Part, Without Falling Apart!

Haber, Margie

Lone Eagle Publishing

Reference - auditions

Based on Margie Haber’s 35 years of experience as an actress and teacher, "How To Get The Part
Without Falling Apart" promises to take away the “three p’s” – pain, panic, and performance
anxiety - from the cold-reading process, while giving back the “big P,” POWER, to the actor. It is
filled with real-life (and often hilarious) audition stories from her clients and some of the nation’s
leading actors, with comments and anecdotes from over fifty top industry professionals. The book
is divided into four sections, each dealing with a different aspect of auditioning: Getting Out of
Your Own Way, Breaking Down the Scene (“Slice of Life”), The Haber Phrase Technique, and Words
From the Pros.
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Moving Body, The

Lecoq, Jacques

Methuen Drama

Reference - acting - theatre - translated from "Le Corps poétique"

'In life I want students to be alive and on stage I want them to be artists' - Jacques Lecoq. Jacques
Lecoq was one of the most inspirational theatre teachers of our age. The International Theatre
School he founded in Paris remains an unrivalled centre for the art of physical theatre. In "The
Moving Body", Lecoq shares his unique philosophy of performance, improvisation, masks,
movement and gesture which together form one of the greatest
influences on contemporary theatre. Neutral mask, character mask, and counter masks, bouffons,
acrobatics and commedia, clowns and complicity: all the famous Lecoq techniques are covered
here - techniques that have made their way into the work of former collaborators and students
including Dario Fo, Julie Taymor, Ariane Mnouchkine, Yasmina Reza and Theatre de Complicité.
This paperback edition contains a Foreword by Simon McBurney,

Teaching creative theatre
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Page to Stage

Murphy, Vincent

University of Michigan Press

Reference - stage adaptations

"Theater exists because of the human need to tell our stories. The process of literary adaptation
allows a writer to take a beloved or intriguing story and make it life-sized on the stage, giving
nontheatrical texts a vivid voice: stories that speak to the moment and to the imagination. "Page to
Stage" provides an essential guide for the many individuals and theaters who adapt literature into
theater pieces, a how-to book that leads them through a clear, workable process to create a
stage-worthy play. "Page to Stage's" examples and exercises guide users through six essential
building blocks to construct adaptations suitable for any stage, from the classroom to a
professionally produced production. "Page to Stage" helps users evaluate a work of literature for
its theatrical potential, to discern and appreciate particular elements and strategies (including
aural values in the language, appeals to visual imagination, structural resemblances to works of

The craft of adaptation
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Rainbow of Desire, The

Boal, Augusto

Routledge

Reference - theatre

"Rainbow of Desire" is a handbook of exercises with a difference. It is Augusto Boal's bold and
brilliant statement about the therapeutic ability of theatre to liberate individuals and change lives.
Now translated into English and comprehensively updated from the French, "Rainbow of Desire"
sets out the techniques which help us `see' for the first time the oppressions we have
internalised. Boal, a Brazilian theatre director, writer and politician, has been confronting
oppression in various forms for over thirty years. His belief that theatre is a means to create the
future has inspired hundreds of groups all over the world to use his techniques in a multitude of
settings. "Rainbow of Desire" will make fascinating reading for those already familiar with Boal's
work and is also completely accessible to anyone new to Theatre of the Oppressed techniques.

The Boal Method of theatre and therapy

1995

translated by Adrian Jackson
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Staging an Interactive Mystery Play

Jones, Justine

Meriwether Publishing

Reference - high school - drama projects - teaching aids - playwriting

Middle school students are highly creative, imaginative, and uninhibited with their ideas. And
they love puzzles! That's why they are intrigued by murder mysteries. This book invites the
interaction of the whole class in the process of creating mystery plays. It includes everything you
need to teach basic dramatic skills by creating and staging an interactive murder mystery play. It's
a six-week long, step-by-step program. In weeks one and two students brainstorm ideas; refine
the theme; and create the characters, plots, means, motives, scenes, and more. Weeks three and
four include games to strengthen writing and acting skills, to develop the plot and characters,
and for students to think on their feet. The final two weeks focus on rehearsal and performance.
Like the author's previous book "Drama Games and Improvs", this guide helps teach drama skills
holistically. Students are unaware they are learning new skills with every game and activity. - Book

A six-week program for developing theatre skills
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Teaching The Actor Craft

Jory, Jon

Smith and Kraus

Reference - acting

"The Actor Craft" is the delivery system for mind and heart. It deals with the tricks of the trade that
have been passed from actor to actor for hundreds of years. The book breaks the subject into fifty
categories with scripted exercises coaching tips for the teacher, and advice to the actor in
training. It can lay out both beginning and advanced class work in the subject- all in an easily
absorbed manner. Teachers of acting on every level will find this work useful because it can
refresh and extend their ideas and classroom methods.
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Theatre for Living

Diamond, David

Trafford Publishing

Reference - theatre - drama - community

Winner of the 2008 American Alliance for Theatre and Education "Book of Distinction" Award.
Theatre is a primal language that used to be spoken by everyone; everyone included the "living
community". Weaving together Systems Theory and the groundbreaking work of Fritjof Capra,
Theatre of the Oppressed and the revolutionary work of Augusto Boal, and his own 25 years of
practical experience in community-based popular theatre, David Diamond creates a silo-busting
book that embraces the complexity of real life. Some of the questions "Theatre for Living" asks and
attempts to answer: From a perspective of biology and sociology, how is a community a living
thing? How do we design a theatre practice to consciously work with living communities to help
them tell their stories? How do we accomplish this without demonizing those characters with
whom we disagree? Must we constantly do battle to defeat an endless stream of oppressors, or

The art and science of community-based dialogue
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Tips II

Jory, Jon

Smith and Kraus

Reference - acting - directing

Until very recently, directing wisdom was passed on in the form of "tips". Continuing this
tradition, you will find these tips ranging from developing back-story to confusing flirting with
sexual tension. The tips are clear, concise, evocative, and constructed to give you a better day in
rehearsal and performance. A buffet of ways to improve immediately that you'll refer to over and
over again!

More ideas for actors
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Writing the Ten-Minute Play

Alterman, Glenn

Limelight Editions

Reference - playwriting

This book is written for the beginning or seasoned playwright, as well as for actors (or anyone)
wishing to attempt their first ten-minute play. Every aspect of writing a ten-minute play is covered,
from perking with an idea, to starting the play, to developing it, to effective rewriting, to
completing it, even to how to get the most out of readings of your play once you've finished it.
Writing the 10-Minute Play also reveals the best ways to market your play and includes an
extensive listing of ten-minute play contests. The guide contains many in-depth interviews with
international playwrights who have had substantial success with their ten-minute plays, as well as
publishers of ten-minute plays and producers of ten-minute play festivals. Included as well are
several award-winning ten-minute plays, followed by a discussion by the respective playwrights
on how they went about creating their play, from start to finish. The final chapter offers tips and

A book for playwrights and actors who want to write plays
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Your Castable Types

White, Cynthia

Smith and Kraus

Reference - acting

In "Your Castable Types: Understanding How the Industry Perceives Your Talent Will Maximize
Acting Success," top coach, Cynthia White, shares her transformational acting technique and
cutting edge career development program, relied on by busy working actors on Broadway,
television, films and commercials.

Understanding how the industry perceives your talent will maximize your acting..
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